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Brief History

The UAE had adopted a competitive approach to its development in order to promote
sustainable growth & prosperity on the 21st century.

Scope and Coverage

FCSA endeavors to support all UAE institutions and individuals alike, as well as its
international partners, across all sectors. It provides statistical data using geographic
information systems, disseminates statistical data in accordance to statistical calendar
and provides statistical data and information of government agencies. It emphasizes
the powerful impact of statistics and competitiveness on policy making and strategic
planning. Within a competitive framework, the public and private sectors both play
different but interrelated roles to create a productive economy. It reviews and
analyzes a number of international reports and rankings to gauge the country’s
performance along its development agenda.

Kind of Information

Information on jobs and queries on career related information can be known by
mailing a given mail-ID. Information is given on two main service categories which
are :
 Public sector services
 Business sector/individual services
Information on UAE current standing can be known from given table. Examples are
like:

Country wise indicators can be selected. Otherwise, results also can be found after
selecting subject-wise indicators, reporting area etc. Important statistical
abbreviations are given here. Different types of queries can be done and those can be
solved after going through some steps serially. It also gives idea on ‘Statistical
Magazine’ i.e. the electronic magazine which can be considered as a statistical
platform specialized in the statistical affairs and matters issued quarterly by the
FCSA on its website.
It provides statistics on different major categories like economics, social &
demographic, agriculture, environment etc. including their micro categories. Region
wise population data estimates can be seen in graphical representation as follows:

In the open data, relevant statistics are given in tabular format with graphical
representation wherever needed. An example is shown below:

Population of different regions can be seen through the map at a glance like:

Datasets on different topics can be found from data catalog. It also gives information
on e-participation policy and its publications.

Special Features






Arrangement Pattern

Font size can be changed.
Advance search can be done.
Mobile app can be downloaded from the given link.
Provision for RSS Feed is available.
Statistical reports (in PDF & excel formats) and media kits can be downloaded.

Different publications like reports and bulletins are arranged in descending
chronological order as shown below:

In data catalog, subjects are arranged alphabetically as follows:

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

It plays a global role model that contributes to the UAE’s advancement and
prosperity. It can be considered as a competitive framework, articulated as a wideranging set of policies and actions, enables the UAE to build for the long term and
embrace economic transformation by leveraging its competitive advantages.
 Statistics and data on UAE
(data.worldbank.org/country/united-arab-emirates)
24th April’ 2017.

